“RADIO DNA”
The Birth Of Wave Genetics!
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Matter AND energy are subordinate of INFORMATION!
This is the new world history…
Information implies consciousness
Information is a subset of consciousness
It is a conscious universe
DNA may be a conscious messenger
In *Virtual Medicine*, since the first edition (1999), I have proposed that DNA works by being an energy field transmitter, not a chemical processor. Advancing science has progressed to the point where this may be said to be a proven hypothesis. This theme is GREATLY expanded in *Medicine Beyond*.
The first thing to grasp about DNA is that it’s basically a hoax. It does NOT chemically encode the characteristics of a human being or any creature. The delusion there is a “gene” for everything, such as blue eyes is nonsense.
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Genes just don’t work in the simplistic way that scientists have foisted on us over the years.

While human DNA is contained in 23 pairs of chromosomes, the humble goldfish has more than twice as many, at 47. The even humbler garden snail has 27 chromosomes! Some species of rose bush have 56 chromosomes!
In fact human DNA has a mere 25,000 or so “genes”. This is fewer than a tomato (over 30,000)! Moreover we share a quarter of our genes with a daffodil, so only 18,000 genes could build a human. It’s just not enough.

But the biggest hoax is that genes are somehow fixed.

For example, the blue or brown-eyes gene I mentioned. Any good holistic therapist is able to change brown eyes to blue; as the patient detoxes, so the eyes clear. I have done this to some extent, even with Asians from the Indian subcontinent.
The most recent update on this is that scientists are now claiming an "understanding" of genes and genetic expression.

The streams of code they had arrogantly labeled as "junk" DNA they are now saying are kind of "switches" that turn genes on and off. There is talk of regulatory sections, as opposed to coding sections [of the genome].
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The streams of code they had arrogantly labeled as “junk” DNA they are now saying are kind of “switches” that turn genes on and off. There is talk of regulatory sections, as opposed to coding sections [of the genome].

If these groups of molecules really are switches, what activates them? Who or what is turning the power on and off? Something must trigger the trigger, unless they admit the trigger can think for itself!
If all that happened is that DNA copied and copied, it would soon discharge all its available material, like a ticker-tape machine gone mad, and then stop. But it doesn’t do that. Some other outside force is regulating the process via the switches.
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DNA, and RNA to a lesser extent, act as if capable of choosing which sections of the double-helix to copy. If the whole thing automatically copied, willy-nilly, it’s back to the same old problem: how does a liver cell know it’s in the liver and to ignore the messages for toe cells? All cells have exactly the same coded information.
The NEW Story: DNA is an Energy Transmitting Molecule

DNA contains vast amounts of data—but NOT as chemical strings. The whole human blueprint is there, as soon as the zygote forms. It’s a radiated (broadcast) field image and the cells as they grow and multiply simply fit where they belong in the blueprint.
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DNA contains vast amounts of data—but NOT as chemical strings. The whole human blueprint is there, as soon as the zygote forms. It’s a radiated (broadcast) field image and the cells as they grow and multiply simply fit where they belong in the blueprint.

How do I know?

It’s easy to change the image and you get a new result!
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In the 1970s, Dr. Vlail Kaznacheyev, Director of the Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine in Novosibirsk carried out some remarkable experiments. He took two samples of cell cultures, hermetically sealed off from each other. He then infected one sample with a disease process (such as a virus) and shone light through the infected cells onto the other culture with normal healthy cells.

The normal cells got the virus DNA/disease process too!
Each cell as it dies emits a UV photon containing the exact virtual pattern of its death.

Virus infection, chemical poison, toxic irradiation, UV, other.

Glass: effect not transmitted to 2nd sample.
Quartz: effect transmitted to 2nd sample after kindling lag time.

Cell culture (sample #1) -> UV photons -> Window -> Quartz container (sample #2) -> Cell culture.
In other words, you can transmit DNA information, just like a radio program.


OK, so Kaznacheyev is a Russian. Maybe they are weird; maybe they can’t be trusted? (common Western science attitude).

How about a French Nobel Laureate?
Radio DNA!


http://www.springerlink.com/content/0557v31188m3766x/fulltext.pdf
Radio DNA!

Apparatus within a copper coil, subjected to ELF (7 Hz) at low intensity

Shielded from geomagnetic field ON/OFF

Two tubes, one with pure water, one containing DNA strands, up to 100 bases long.

Must be agitated between dilutions (succussion)

After 16 - 18 hours, both samples subjected to polymerase chain reaction testing.
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Shielded from geomagnetic field ON/OFF

Two tubes, one with pure water, one containing DNA strands, up to 100 bases long.

Must by agitated between dilutions (succussion)

After 16 - 18 hours, both samples subjected to polymerase chain reaction testing.

RESULT: *both* samples contained DNA material!
Homeopathy vindicated yet again!

The Montagnier experiments only worked at homeopathic dilutions of 7D to 12D

\[ 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10 = 12D \]

or \[ 1 \times 10^{-12} \] dilutions

Must be succussed between each dilution.

Needs the geo-field (a la Abrams)! The stimulation by the electromagnetic background of very low frequency is essential. The background is either produced from natural sources (the Schumann resonances which start at 7.83 Hz) or from artificial sources.
Even more startling was the duck-chick experiments by researcher Dzang Kangeng, who I have seen described as either a Korean or a Chinese who defected to Russia. Kangeng shone laser light through duck eggs, onto chicken embryos still in the shell and, when hatched, some of the “chicks” were found to have webbed feet, flat bills (like a duck), longer necks and eyes re-arranged in the duck pattern.

[Dzang Kangeng Yu.V., Bioelectromagnetic fields as a material carrier of biogenetic information. // Aura-Z. 1993, N3, p. 42-54]
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Ghost DNA

Still not convinced about Radio DNA? Consider the presence of a DNA “cloud” of imprinted energy but no “stuff” present…

Another Russian, Peter Gariaev PhD, the so-called “father of wave genetics”, did this experiment in 1984. He discovered that DNA molecules absorb and hold photons, that is: small quantum packets of light.

There’s more: the DNA held the light in a significant helical structure, which occupied the exact place of the DNA spiral. It was like a physical blueprint.
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Even more startling, when the DNA was removed and all physical traces of it had vanished, the light continued spiraling long in the same space, exactly as it had done when the DNA was present. The light knew where the DNA had been!
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Even more startling, when the DNA was removed and all physical traces of it had vanished, the light continued spiraling long in the same space, exactly as it had done when the DNA was present. The light knew where the DNA had been!

This remarkable effect didn’t go away, either! It lasted up to 30 days after the dismantling of the DNA and equipment. Whatever was holding the photons in place did not need the actual physical molecule or “stuff” to be present.
Water Into Wine? Frogs Into Salamanders

Gariaev took the lead again in another intriguing experiment, reported by Russian scientists Grazyna Fosar and Franz Bludorf in their book Vernetze Intelligenz and for which I have only a tenuous reference [Watkins, D. The Source Field Investigations, Dutton, New York, 2011, p. 209].

Gariaev shone a green laser beam through developing salamander embryos and redirected it into developing frog embryos. The result was healthy salamanders, even though the two embryos were in hermetically sealed containers and only the light was allowed to pass between the two.
Is DNA Telepathic?

In 2008, researcher Sergey Leikin, a physical biochemist at the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development in Bethesda, MD, investigated double-stranded DNA tagged with fluorescent compounds. These molecules were placed in saltwater that contained no proteins or other material that could interfere with the experiment or help the DNA molecules communicate.
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In 2008, researcher Sergey Leikin, a physical biochemist at the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development in Bethesda, MD, investigated double-stranded DNA tagged with fluorescent compounds. These molecules were placed in saltwater that contained no proteins or other material that could interfere with the experiment or help the DNA molecules communicate.

DNA with identical sequences of bases were roughly twice as likely to gather together as DNA molecules with different sequences. That’s odd.
The “telepathic” effect is a source of wonder and amazement for scientists. It will seem less magical to those in this room who are with me so far. The DNA is a perfect electromagnetic signaling structure and sending out signals loud and clear to help strands identify each other (like birds calls and animal cries). In this energy and information controlled universe, it is simple science.

However, even this model doesn’t explain how the molecules move towards each; so this weird “behavior” of supposedly dead molecules is beyond current scientific explanations.
Rejuvenating Our Bodies

Gariaev was in good form again in 2000. This time he took seeds killed by the Chernobyl nuclear blast; he shone non-burning laser light through healthy seeds, onto the dead seeds, and they revived! They grew into fully healthy adult plants.

What’s more this discovery poses a whole new approach to aging: to transmit signals of youthful healthy tissues! Peter Gariaev stumbled on the possibility by chance. He was transmitting healthy messages from a youth to an elderly lady and this enabled the woman to start growing new teeth!
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Gariaev was in good form again in 2000. This time he took seeds killed by the Chernobyl nuclear blast; he shone non-burning laser light through healthy seeds, onto the dead seeds, and they revived! They grew into fully healthy adult plants.

What’s more this discovery poses a whole new approach to aging: to transmit signals of youthful healthy tissues! Peter Gariaev stumbled on the possibility by chance. He was transmitting healthy messages from a youth to an elderly lady and this enabled the woman to start growing new teeth!
To clinch it, Gariaev tried a similar experiments on rats. The animals were given a lethal dose of a toxin called alloxan. It destroys the pancreas and it’s 100% fatal after a few days.

But if the rats were first irradiated with light shone through healthy pancreas tissue, they did not die. That’s amazing. There was no biochemical exchange, note, only an energetic/information transfer.

Over 90% of the rats survived AND they actually regrew a healthy new pancreas. Within 12 days, they were as good as normal.
The Birth Of Wave Genetics!

We are looking now at the birth of what has been termed: “Wave Genetics” (from quantum waves, with information).

Also known as:

“Fractal Genetics”

There is even debate about “DNA Grammar”, the idea that DNA has linguistic-type properties.

Now there is an interesting new “mystery”: where did DNA originally come from?
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Possibly plasmas in space!
DNA, the ultimate life messenger, may have fallen to Earth from space. It’s a bizarre new twist on the Panspermia idea. But consider this:

V.N. Tsytovich of the General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, in Moscow, working with colleagues there and at the Max-Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics in Garching, Germany and the University of Sydney, Australia, studied the behavior of complex mixtures of substances in a plasma.
Tsytovich and his colleagues demonstrated, using a computer model of molecular dynamics, that particles in a plasma can undergo self-organization as electronic charges become separated and the plasma becomes polarized. This effect results in microscopic strands of solid particles that twist into corkscrew shapes, or helical structures.

These helical strands are themselves electronically charged and are attracted to each other in pairs.

That sounds like DNA! Its most characteristic feature is the famous double helix.
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Quite bizarrely, not only do these helical strands interact in a counterintuitive way in which like can attract like (doubling up!), but they also undergo changes that are normally associated with biological molecules, such as DNA and proteins, say the researchers.

They can, for instance, divide, or bifurcate, to form two copies of the original structure.
So, could helical clusters formed from interstellar dust be somehow alive? "These complex, self-organized plasma structures exhibit all the necessary properties to qualify them as candidates for inorganic living matter," says Tsytovich, "they are autonomous, they reproduce and they evolve".
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He adds that the plasma conditions needed to form these helical structures are common in outer space. However, plasmas can also form under more down to earth conditions such as the point of a lightning strike.

So is life a “flash in the pan” or the result of continuous changes? Did DNA originate from outer space?
"If doctors and scientists knew enough advanced physics, they wouldn't have trouble accepting alternative healing."

--Cyril Smith PhD Salford UK

Corollary: doctors don't know enough about medicine and healing!

"Alternative medicine is really just advanced physics."

--Cyril Smith PhD Salford UK

Corollary: the laws of physics are not being broken (ever), they are just incompletely known!